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A Soothing Mixture of Tropical, Central and South American Rhythms interpreted by Carribean Song

writter-Preformer Armando Rene, acompainied by reknown Guitarist Javier Rojas. 9 MP3 Songs LATIN:

General, EASY LISTENING: Love Songs Details: ARMANDO RENE SONGWRITER Over a period of

more than fifteen years, Armando Rene, native of Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, has written an immense

variety of musical productions that range from Rock, Funk, Reggae, Ballads and Pop. He discovered his

writing talent at the age of 26 when he heard his poems transformed into songs with the help of his first

guitar instructor Javier Rojas in the summer of 1990, Cancun, Mexico. As a bilingual songwriter, lyrics

and melodies stand out for their passion and human sentiment, with the main themes being love and

intimate relations. His lyrics intrigue, relate and give solutions to social, futuristic and fraternal matters. All

songs promote the positive aspects of life while maintaining a unique level of sincere metaphoric interest,

elusive to vanity and over production. With the collaboration of talented international musicians, songs are

born from simple stories, poems and inspired thoughts. Projects grow until they become self-produced

compilations of excellent taste with topics of global interest. PERFORMER As an emotive and charismatic

front man, with experiences that range from live performances throughout Europe, Puerto Rico, the U.S.

and South America, Armando Rene captivates audiences with his unique originality and contagious

energy. He is considered by many as a natural on stage. Winner of the competition The Best Emerging

Rock Band of Italy  Emergency Rock Competition  1996, with his band Best Before. PRODUCER (all

projects self-produced by artist) Armando Rene is a completely independent artist. All of his recordings

are copyright in his name and have never been published by another source. All songs are written and

performed by Armando Rene with complete ownership of world rights to each of the following projects:

Alma Poeta (2005)  Do Brazil  (Recorded in Florinapolis, Brazil) 12 original Latin Pop songs created with
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Brazilian influences Just Drifting (2004)  Eternal Leaves  (Recorded in Cancun, Mexico) 6 original

Reggae/Rock songs totally invented during studio Hoy En Tus Ojos (2002) - Armando Rene  (Recorded

in Cancun, Mexico) 7 original Spanish Ballad songs In collaboration with his first guitar teacher Javier

Rojas Desde Que Te Encontr (1999)  Armando Rene  (Recorded in Italy) 10 Italian Ballad and Pop songs

in a fusion of tropical and European rythmns interpretated in Spanish In collaboration with maestro

Antonello Sydney - virtuoso guitarist and Italian arranger, recognized for his work with Antonello Venditti,

Ricardo Cocciante, Ana Oxa y el grupo Perigeo Sabor A Ti (1998) - The Renaissance  (Recorded in

Padova, Italy) 8 Rock Italiano songs interpretated in Spanish In collaboration with the celebrated guitarest

Marcos Torri Brand New Day (1996) - Best Before  (Recorded in Florence, Italy) 12 Hard Rock and Punk

songs, interpretated in English and Spanish
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